The grounding zone is the region where ice transitions from grounded ice sheet to freely floating ice shelf, grounding lines are actually more of a zone, typically over several kilometers. The mass loss from Antarctica is strongly linked to changes in the ice shelves and their grounding lines, since the variation in the grounding line can result in very rapid changes in glacier and ice-shelf behavior. Based on remote sensing observations, five global Antarctic grounding line products have been released internationally, including MOA, ASAID, ICESat, MEaSUREs, and Synthesized grounding lines. However, the five products could not provide the annual grounding line products of the whole Antarctic, even some products have stopped updating, which limits the time series analysis of Antarctic material balance to a certain extent. Besides, the accurate of single remote-sensing data based grounding line products is far from satisficed. Therefore, we use algorithms to extract grounding lines with SAR and Cryosat-2 data respectively, and combine the results of two kinds of grounding lines to obtain new products, we obtain a mature grounding line extraction algorithm process, so that we can realize the extraction of grounding line of the Antarctic each year in the future. The comparison between fusion results and the MOA product results indicate that there is a maximum deviation of 188.67 meters between the MOA product and the fusion result.
INTRODUCTION
The grounding line is a fundamental transition for ice dynamics. It is the locus of a major shift in ice flow from shear-dominated, basal-drag-controlled ice stream flow to drag-free, side-shearcontrolled, gravity spreading of floating ice shelves onto the ocean. Knowing the position of the grounding line is critical for mass budget calculations because it determines the precise location of where ice detaches from the bed and becomes afloat in the ocean, typically far upstream (10 to 1,000 km) from where ice calves into icebergs. It is near the grounding line that ice shelves experience the largest rates of melting by the ocean.
For grounding line detection, remote sensing plays an important role by extracting the topography or elevation between sea ice shelf and grounding line zone. At present, there are four kinds of technics, namely hydrostatic balance, slope analysis, repeated orbit analysis and differential interferometry. The Antarctic and the Arctic sea ice changes show the opposite growth trend. To understand the interaction between Antarctic sea ice change and the grounding line's advance and retreat, it is urgent to require precise, long time series and full coverage grounding lines products. Especially in the face of frequent occurrences of extreme weather events in recent years, improving the grounding line extraction method and high precision to extract grounding lines, expanding grounding lines research time scale and the whole Antarctic long sequence of grounding line dynamic change monitoring, in-depth analysis of the relationship of the grounding line change and climate change, will provide effective reference on the material balance and its estimation.
Considering that existing products are mostly extracted by multiple data sources, such as MOA, Synthesized grounding lines, and the most accurate MEaSUREs products, there are relatively new, widely covered, and time-continuous Cryosat-2 elevation data sources. We consider using an algorithm to extract the ground line by combining optical image and cryosat-2 elevation data. We chose a region near Zhongshan Station in Prydz Bay as the preliminary test area, selected Landsat 8 OLI data from October 2015 and selected October 2015 Cryosat-2 elevation data. We first use the k-means algorithm to extract the characteristics of the optical image, filter the feature area, get the ground line area, and then fit the elevation data plane, we obtain the plane gradient abrupt change area by the plane slope analysis, as the ground line area.Finally, fuse the areas obtained by the two algorithms to obtain the final grounding line.
METHODOLOGY

k-means algorithm for the grounding lines detection in Landsat8 imagery
According to optical image texture feature, we through K-means clustering of Landsat8 optical image segmentation, and then through the standard deviation as a qualification, median filter for extracting areas at the same time to detect the selected area of the grounding line. This algorithm only needs to input the parameter k and read the optical image to automatically extract the result without excessive manual operation. The algorithm is simple and efficient.
K-means algorithm is to cluster the samples into K clusters, and the specific algorithm is described as follows: (1) K cluster center point is selected randomly as: , ,..., (2) Repeat the following process until convergence: for each sample I, calculate the class that it should belong to (1) Recalculate the centroid of each class of j:
(2)
Slope analysis
For the Cryosat-2 elevation data, Kriging interpolation method is used to transform a plane, which will be used to obtain the gradient mutation through slope analyzing procedure. Finally, the data points with largest gradient is labeled as the grounding line points. Using the slope to detect the ground line can be divided into two methods: (1) Using the high-precision DEM to generate the slope map to extract the ground line; (2) Using the gradient change to extract the ground line from the difference in brightness caused by the visible light image.
There are four kinds of slope methods: percentage method, degree method, density method and fractional method. This article uses the percentage method and the degree method:
(1) Percentage method: the percentage of elevation and horizontal distance between two points. (2) Degree method: The gradient is expressed in degrees and calculated using an inverse trigonometric function. The slope calculation generally uses a fitting surface algorithm. The fitting surface generally uses a quadric surface, ie a 3×3 window, Figure 1 . The center of each window is an elevation point, and the calculation formula is:
In the formula, is the slope of the x direction, and is the slope of the y direction. The Cell Size in the formula is the interval length of the grid DEM. Algorithm 1 has the highest accuracy and the highest computational efficiency. We use algorithm 2 in this paper.
Merge algorithms
The ground lines were extracted using the texture features of the optical image and the croysat-2 elevation data respectively, and the new ground line products were obtained through the fusion algorithm and weight adjustment, which includes optical texture feature points and elevation information points. Algorithm process shown in Figure 2 .
In this paper, the weighted fusion algorithm is used directly to calculate the correlation coefficients of the pixel values of the two images as weights, and obtain the geographical coordinates of the image and its corresponding pixel values respectively. The pixel values of the overlapping area of the optical image result and the croysat-2 calculation result are integrated by a weighted algorithm to obtain a fusion. The image is the final calculation result. In the later stages, different data will be attempted to obtain a fusion ground line using an improved adaptive weighting algorithm. 
Fig.2. Algorithm process
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EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS
We chose a region near Zhongshan Station in Prydz Bay as the preliminary test data, ranging from (66 ° S, 75 ° E) to (70 ° S, 85 ° E) shown in Figure 3 , the area is also marked with a blue box in Figure 4 . We selected Landsat 8 OLI data from October 2015 and selected October 2015 Cryosat-2 elevation data.
Using the elevation data to analyze the entire south pole gradient, the percentage and degree representation results are shown in the Figure 4 , and the regions corresponding to the optical image are finally selected for fusion analysis.
Landsat8 optical data has rich texture features with spatial resolution of 30m, We can extract the grounding line with rich textures. Cryosat-2, as a newly launched satellite, has a high precision and long time sequence of elevation data, We first interpolate the elevation datas by interpolation algorithm and then do the plane fitting, we can get a more accurate slope analysis results. Fusion algorithm extraction of the groundling line with existing Moa products and MEaSUREs products in line with a high degree of integration accuracy, the accuracy of MOA products is not less than ±250m, and the accuracy of MEaSUREs products is not less than ±100m. There is no MEaSUREs product result in the selected study area, this article only compares the results with the MOA product. Landsat8
The From Figure 5 , it can be seen that the K-means algorithm extracts the ground line area based on the texture features of the optical image and most of the MOA product results are coincident. Only the upper left corner of the optical image texture features of complex region has certain deviation; through the Cryosat-2 Elevation data is used for slope analysis. Figure 4 shows that the elevation data slope analysis results and the MOA products and MEaSUREs product results can be accurately matched on the large scale of the whole Antarctic Pole. By cropping, the slope analysis results of the corresponding study area in this paper are obtained and projected onto the same image, and most of the image area can be accurately overlapped. Only the slope analysis of the complex area in the upper left corner is biased, and the optical image and slope analysis results in this area has a certain degree of deviation, so by combining the two results, the fusion result is shown in Figure 5 (e). The results of the MOA product are located in the fusion region, especially in complex area, the fusion result of the original two kinds of the extraction results have greater improvement, as a result of the merge is a regional. Since the fusion results in a region, we optimize the region by a certain improvement algorithm and finally obtain a linear result, as shown in Figure 5 (f).
For large-scale space, the results of slope analysis are highly consistent with the results of MOA products. In this paper, for the two different data sources, the ground line of the South Pole can be obtained by using the two algorithms in the study area of this paper. We use the MOA product as verification data and calculates the geometrical distance between the fusion result and the corresponding point of the MOA product as a quantitative judgment basis for the accuracy of the fusion result. Eliminating extreme value in the calculation results of 1443.9 meters, the final calculation shows that the maximum distance between the fusion result and the corresponding point of the MOA product is 188.67 meters, we know that the accuracy of the MOA product is ±250 meters, and the grounding line area usually covers a range of several kilometers. Based on this, the fusion result has good reliability, it provides a reliable reference for us to use multiple data sources to extract a wide range of ground lines.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, according to the texture feature information of optical image, the image is firstly segmented by the K-means clustering algorithm, then the grounding line is extracted through the median filter; according to the gradient information of the Cryosat-2 elevation data, the gradient of the edge gradient is marked by the gradient analysis. The area serves as a grounding area. In addition to some of the smaller complex areas, the ground lines obtained by the two algorithms have a high coincidence with the MOA ground line products. Finally, the fusion algorithm can greatly improve the extraction results of complex areas. We compare the extraction results with MOA products, and we can also get the fusion results with better reliability. Therefore, the extraction algorithm and processing flow adopted in this paper are reliable, and the accuracy of the extraction results should be further improved. In the future work, more accurate data sources and processing methods will be combined, including the use of a wide range of SAR data and the InSAR technology with the highest accuracy of processing results.
